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Integrate your Cyber 
Risk approach with 
your broader enterprise 
risk framework

Identify and monitor IT risks,
mitigating actions and controls

Manage cybersecurity incidents from
the initial incident, through to
detailed investigation and closure

Manage complex structures of
compliance requirements for
standards such as ISO 27001, NIST,
HIPAA, PCI DSS, SOC 2 and GDPR

Conduct IT and security audits and
manage findings

Easily prepare for internal and
statutory reporting obligations

Integrate with your operational IT
and security systems to provide
a holistic view of cyber risk
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Even before the global pandemic, cyber risk management objectives were rising on the Boardroom priority list. An incident brings 
enormous regulatory fines that can drastically impact an organisation’s bottom line. Even if the business has deep enough 
pockets to sustain the financial impact, an incident also has the potential to cause irreversible damage to an organisation’s 
reputation and customer trust. 
 
Add to this the modern-day reality that cyber risks are ever-increasing in the Covid-19 era, due to the unprecedented demand for 
all things digital and the operational pivot that was undertaken to adapt quickly in order to survive. This rapid transformation has 
come about as the cyber landscape has vastly expanded and become even more complex than before. Consequently, there is 
increased pressure on governance, risk and compliance professionals to demonstrate to executive teams why they must step-up 
and get a better handle on cybersecurity to remain competitive. 
 
To do this well you will need a cloud based integrated platform you can trust, in order to deliver the
visibility needed to determine a robust risk posture for effective cyber risk management.

Camms.Risk will help you to make the right business decisions with an easy to use 
solution that provides a comprehensive integrated approach to governance, risk and 
compliance, including IT and cyber risk management. 
 
Camms.Risk enables organisations to drive risk, incident and compliance management 
across all IT systems and processes. 

About Camms.Risk

Integrate your Cyber Risk approach with your broader 
enterprise risk framework

Key risk indicator
Key Risk Indicators (KRIs) can be built, integrated, monitored and tracked around key technology metrics and drive decision 
making for risk management. KRIs can be grouped around monitoring key risks whether it be related business interruptions, 
reputational damage, data breaches or any other such concerns.

Audit management 
Audit management modules allow tracking of recommendations and audit actions resulting from internal or external audits, with 
the ability to link back to risks and having audit actions linked to risk treatments where relevant. This provides complete 
end-to-end traceability and enables reporting to key stakeholders.

Camms Risk Management module enables identi�cation of varying types of IT risks (segregated into con�gurable registers), risk 
and control assessment and remediation. Risks can be linked through to causal factors that builds a library within the tool, with 
inbuilt bow-tie analysis. Each risk can have established controls which integrate with external tools to report on e�ectiveness 
including surveys. Risk treatments can be created and tracked against each risk, with completed treatments able to be converted 
to controls for ongoing monitoring. This compliments the initial and residual risk assessments that can be done with the system, 
with an optional forecast/target risks assessment as well. 
 
Automatic alerts can be activated tied around updates, reviews and pending actions/decisions. Risks can also go through an 
approval process prior to being formalised so that strategic IT risks receive CIO/CISO approvals where necessary – all managed 
within the tool. IT risks can roll-up and provide executives with an overarching view of critical aspects and areas of concerns 
across the organisation’s technology assets and infrastructure. Simpli�ed end-user stakeholder dashboards via our 
Camms.Engage module, allows easy and digestible reporting of risk analysis to the Board and key executives.

IT risk management 

IT security incidents 
Camms.Risk a full-�edged incident management system, with custom-designed (and 
end-user con�gurable) work�ows to suit di�erent types of IT and cybersecurity 
incidents. Work�ows can be designed to align global frameworks, for example, we 
o�er out of box data breach handling work�ows designed around EU GDPR 
compliance. Incidents can be integrated with third-party monitoring and ticketing 
tools, to automatically create incidents based on events or tickets, and complete the 
investigation, root cause analysis and remediation action follow up via Camms.Risk. 
Linking incidents to risks enable analysis of potential controls that are failing, and links 
to compliance obligations can �ag compliance failures and potential exposure.

Integration with Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems provide 
a crucial in�ow of incidents for analysis and investigation and allows the 
establishment of automated work�ows. Abnormalities or critical events from the SIEM 
system can automatically create an incident and trigger the relevant work�ow.

Camms.Risk allows organisations to manage complex structures of compliance requirements, policies and authority documents, 
with our of the box con�gurations available for key legislations, frameworks and standards such as ISO27001 and EU GDPR. 
Compliance obligations (and sub-obligations) can be mapped to relevant policies and controls for traceability. Integrations with 
regulatory compliance and change management using Camms APIs, including LexisNexis and SAI Global provide crucial 
capabilities to received automated compliance obligation updates and �ag potential non-compliances. 

Compliance 
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Why trust Camms.

Choosing the right software partner

Industry recognised Out of the box Rapid time to value
Our software is recognised by a
number of leading analyst and
review organisations including
Gartner, G2 and Software Advice.

Solutions that immediately meet
your business needs.

Quick to implement and use with
next generation customer care.

Manage and integrate your risk management approach Organisations today need next-generation enterprise software that 
can consolidate disparate processes, systems and data sources into a singular, holistic solution, delivering deep insight into 
the risk profile, status and respective performance of every part of the organisation, while enabling integration and 
cross-functional interaction.

But selecting the right software solution is a complex undertaking that demands multi-level, multi-regional, cross-functional, 
and inter-departmental collaboration. 

Reporting and analytics
A range of built-in dashboards and standard reports provide critical insights and executive reporting period. This is supported 
by Camms.Insights for ad-hoc reporting and dashboarding, as well as Camms.Engage for simpli�ed stakeholder 
dashboarding – with easily navigable web pages to provide executives and the Board with key information that they require. 
Integration with Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems provide a crucial in�ow of incidents for analysis 
and investigation and allows the establishment of automated work�ows. Abnormalities or critical events from the SIEM system 
can automatically create an incident and trigger the relevant work�ow. 

Camms.Risk has a modular approach, allowing organisations to scale and mature their risk management processes at their 
own pace without the need to purchase disparate systems to cater to di�erent requirement. 


